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Detroit Unleaded: “This is the American
Dream?”
Also, an interview with director Rola Nashef
By Joanne Laurier
11 November 2013
Detroit Unleaded,
directed by Rola Nashef, will be
premiered at the Detroit Film Theatre on November 13 and
screened for the public at the same venue November 15 to
November 19. The film is opening at New York City’s Cinema
Village on November 22.
The following comment on Rola Nashef’s film and interview
with the filmmaker were posted as part of our coverage of the
2012 Toronto International Film Festival. While Detroit
Unleaded, by debut writer-director Rola Nashef, is not a
head-on social critique, it is a warmhearted piece about the
complicated interactions between the city’s Arab and African
American populations. In the course of often-humorous
encounters, something of the devastation of the city is captured.
Although Detroit’s crisis principally plays the part of the
elephant in the room in the movie, it nonetheless inevitably
forces its way into the drama and imagery.
The essential sweetness of Nashef’s film lies in the basic
solidarity of its multi-ethnic working class characters who
come together in and around an inner-city gas station.
Camaraderie flourishes in the midst of the ruins. In individual
situations where poverty is not the most pressing issue, there is
still the psychological impact of a social cul-de-sac.
The movie opens, in a sort of prologue, when gas prices stand
at $1.93 a gallon. A Lebanese-American gas station owner is
fatally and tragically shot during a robbery, and the
open-24-hours-a-day enterprise is passed on to his son Sami (E.
J. Assi). The latter’s dream of going away to college is
crushed. He is his grieving mother’s loving, but somewhat
resentful, caretaker.
As Detroit Unleaded ’s narrative really gets under way, gas
prices now hover at $4.00 a gallon and the station has been
equipped with a (thick and ugly) protective plexiglass “cage”
in which Sami is stuck for long hours servicing a parade of
customers whose recurring query is “When is gas going
down?”
To gain a competitive edge in the gas price war with a
neighboring station (owned by a relative!), Sami’s fiercely
ambitious cousin Mike (Mike Batayeh) proposes to sell an
array of merchandise. His scheme is to build an empire, one

cheap, tawdry item at a time.
The station’s parking lot is imperiously managed by lovable,
dim-witted Roger (Scott Norman), a willing slave to the
business. Life is monotonous for Sami until the beautiful
Najlah (Nada Shouhayib) appears at the station selling phone
cards. Their courtship takes place within the confines of the
station’s cramped cage, as customers, from “home boys” to
older workers getting laid off, pay for their wares through the
supposedly bulletproof enclosure. Cousin Mike is
disapproving, considering Najlah an “up-do” girl, who, in any
case, is on “lock down” by her brother, Fadi (Steven Soro).
The overprotective Fadi indeed presents an obstacle, which
his sister seeks to circumvent through the unwitting aid of her
nosy, loquacious girlfriends. In one memorably comic scene,
Najlah arrives late at night at the gas station with her
co-conspirators decked out in skimpy party dresses. (“We’re
going to get lost, we’re going to get killed and our parents are
going to find us in these clothes.”)
What’s unusual about Detroit Unleaded is that it is not an
exercise in either backwardness or gloom. It is lively and
amusing, with a talented and effective cast, many of them new
to professional acting. Its storyline may be a little too cheery
and uplifting, considering the subject matter, but the film is a
fluid and pleasing work. Its remarkable comic timing (in both
the performances and editing) is a considerable
accomplishment for any filmmaker, all the more so for a
first-time director.
Director Nashef says in the movie’s production notes:
“Detroit is home to one of the largest Arab and African
American populations in the States and where I have lived for
over fifteen years. It was when I moved here that I first saw
bulletproof glass in gas stations. In every neighborhood, I
would encounter Arab men behind the glass, their voices
muffled and their images distorted. While gas stations made
money, I had to ask myself, ‘This is the American Dream?’ I
felt that sitting in a gas station, for hours on end, must actually
distort your own vision of the world—much more than just
physically.”
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A conversation with writer-director Rola Nashef
This reviewer spoke to Detroit Unleaded director, Rola
Nashef, by telephone.
Rola Nashef: I was born in Lebanon and was raised in
Lansing, Michigan, and moved to Detroit years ago right after
college. I have a big family tribe in both Lansing and Detroit. I
worked at Arab community centers and did a lot of grass roots
organizing—social justice work. I found art through this work. It
was a powerful experience to make a decision to become a
filmmaker, one that I have never second-guessed.
For first-time filmmakers, at least that was the case for me,
it’s a long process and a steep learning curve. I put everything
I had into the film. For the last five years, from the writing to
the production, this was all I thought about. I also had great
collaborators in the crew and the cast. I had a community that
was around me and the project for years.
I kept thinking what a cool hybrid culture Arab American
youth have created in Detroit. At the same time, it’s universal.
Joanne Laurier: The film shows both the particular features of
the Arab American community, but also its integration into and
impact on Detroit and its residents.
RN: This was an inspiration because I had witnessed this
within these gas stations. There is all this horrible imagery
about Arabs and African Americans that is promoted by the
media—how violent they are. This is how they are portrayed in
the news. But I would go into a gas station and see all the
friendship there.
I was interested in the relationships that formed despite the
glass cages that protected those working in the stations. I
always saw in the relationship between the Arab clerk and the
African American customers the Arabic expression that
“people are close to your heart,” which means you know them.
I felt there was a closeness that was never discussed.
JL: It was to your credit that you had the observational skills
to notice all the intense human drama that went on in such
everyday locations.
RN: It was the first time that I saw these bigger themes and
metaphors played out in this tangible manner. It was like a
spark for me. I grew up in Lansing, which is very
integrated—black, white, Arab, Mexican, Latino, immigrant and
non-immigrant, UAW [United Auto Workers union] and
government workers all together.
Detroit is more segregated. So when I moved there, I thought,
does anybody think this glass cage is weird? I wondered what it
did to the clerk who had to interact with the people through this
glass—always seeing the world through this lens.
JL: Could you speak about how things have changed for the
Arab American community since 9/11?
RN: As an artist, I never start off with what I want a film to
convey. That being said, I knew that through the film, people
were going to witness a very different Arab America. I knew
that if I could get an audience member to go through a journey
with someone who happened to be an Arab American, it would

a lot harder to stereotype or discriminate against the character,
particularly without all the fear factor media frenzy. I wanted to
present the real human face, which is the real reality.
JL: In an effort to bring the American population on board its
endless wars in the Middle East, successive administrations,
both Republican and Democrat, along with the media, have
promoted this foul stereotype of Arabs that your film
challenges and helps demolish. In addition, your film is one of
the few that sheds light on inner-city Detroit.
Can you speak about why the Arab community is so large in
the Detroit area?
RN: The auto plants attracted many people from the Middle
East, even though there have been Arab immigrants here since
the turn of the century. The huge rush came as a result of the
Lebanese civil war [1975 to 1990]. After the 1967 riot in
Detroit in particular, there was the “white flight” that left many
abandoned businesses, especially gas stations.
We pooled our cash as families and tribes, and bought these
gas stations, one of which might support some 30 people. I
don’t know if this is true, but I heard that there were no
24-hour gas stations before Arab ownership—people now just
worked day and night.
JL: Could you speak about the changes you’ve seen in
Detroit?
RN: My dad worked as a production worker for General
Motors in Lansing. I saw everything first-hand. He was always
on the rotation of being laid off and rehired. I saw how
disturbing this could be to a family. When I moved to Detroit, I
experienced the collapse of the city that happened so quickly.
I think Detroit represents the heart of the country, its industry
made the US. But there is something so American about how
the city rose up so quickly—and crashed so quickly.
I have always been inspired by the people of Detroit. The
way people related to each other here is very different than
other parts of the country, like on the East and West Coasts.
One hears terrible things about Detroit, that it is a brutal place.
So I also wanted to put a human face on a place that I think is
very humane. So far, I have never seen an authentic portrayal
in cinema of the Detroit population.
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